
 
 

BROTHER LEO SHARES NEW SINGLE “PUSH UP” TODAY 
 

DEBUT EP COMING SOON 
 

 

(November 16, 2018 – Los Angeles, CA) – Brother Leo—the alter 
ego of GRAMMY® Award-nominated Swedish singer, songwriter, 
and producer Ola Svensson—returns with a new single entitled 
“Push Up” today. Get it HERE via Epic Records.  
 
A bold, brazen, and boisterous anthem, it struts forward on a thick 
beat and hypnotic horns before his show-stopping delivery takes 
the spotlight. The chant, “Push up on me,” feels like the ultimate 
invitation to cut loose and party with the buzzing talent.  
 
Watch out for the music video’s premiere very soon! 
 

The song arrives on the heels of his Fatboy Slim-produced summer single “Strangers On An Island.” 
Within a few months’ time, it clocked 2 million-plus Spotify streams and 1.7 million YouTube/VEVO 
views and counting. Additionally, it inspired the adoration of tastemakers. NME described it as “A 
gorgeous, laid-back slice of pop magic,” and Wonderland claimed, “You’ll be wanting to direct your 
attention to the surreal, but mesmerizing visuals for Brother Leo’s Strangers On An Island.” 
 
Both songs precede the release of his forthcoming debut EP, coming very soon. 
 
“Push Up” on Brother Leo now! 
 
Named after Svensson’s more confident and free childhood imaginary twin, Brother Leo officially made 
his worldwide debut in 2018. The dynamic nature of the music aligns with his rather unbelievable story. 
Long before his emergence as Brother Leo, mom forced her son born Ola to participate in boys’ choir 
and take piano lessons when all he “really cared about was football.” At only 17, he played professional 
soccer for former UEFA-cup team Trelleborgs FF. After singing during a school function, friends clamored 
for him to audition for Pop Idol. Despite his reluctance, he ended up landing a deal in his native Sweden 
as a result. Unlocking a quirky, clever, and catchy signature style, Ola achieved a string of number ones 
off the back of his Swedish debut before making his bones as an in-demand songwriter with cuts for 
gnash, Hailee Steinfeld, Akon, and more under his given name. He assumed the identity of Brother Leo 
in 2018 and began writing and recording with Mark Ralph [Clean Bandit, Years & Years, Jax Jones], 
Coffee [Rihanna, Dua Lipa, Justin Bieber], Dan Grech [Lana Del Rey, Liam Gallagher, George Ezra], and 
more. 
 
 

http://smarturl.it/PushUp


Follow Brother Leo: 
Website 
Instagram 
Facebook 
Twitter 
 

#  #  # 
 

http://www.brother-leo.com/
https://www.instagram.com/brotherleo/
https://www.facebook.com/BrotherLeo/
https://twitter.com/BrotherLeo

